
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Year 7 Work Pack 3 

 

B1.3 – Reproduction  
C1.3 - Reactions  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Home learning 1 – Favourite Scientist Poster 

 

You are required to create an a4 poster on your favourite scientist – choose wisely, 

ideally you want someone no one is your class has, and you don’t have to choose 

the first one your think of, do some research! House point if you teach your teacher 

something new! 

If you can’t think of anyone think about the objects and materials around you and 

research who discovered/invented them. If you are struggling, ask your teacher for 

some hints. 

Your poster has to be on a4 paper – no bigger, no smaller and can be done by hand 

or on the computer BUT NOT IN YOUR BOOKS! 

It must include the following: 

 A picture/photo 

 Details of the scientist (date of birth, nationality etc) 

 What did they discover/invent? 

 How did this change the world? 

 Why are they your favourite? 

 Fun facts!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Home learning 2 – Investigation report 

 

You have carried out science investigation during your time at Park Academy. When 

scientists do experiments and get results, they need to be able to present to others 

in the scientific community – this is what you are going to do.  

Depending on how far you’ve got, can you come up with a scientific investigation 

which includes the following: 

 Observation 

 Hypothesis 

 Prediction 

 Method 

 Diagram 

 Results 

 Conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Home Learning 3 – It’s a Gorilla! 
 

 

 

 

 

Your task: 

Produce a factsheet that explains what is happening to Gertie and her unborn 

baby gorilla.  Gorillas are very closely related to humans, with a similar diet. 

 

You will need to think about: 

      - how will the unborn baby gorilla get its food? 

 - how will the unborn baby be protected? 

 -what should you feed Gertie? 

 -are there any reasons the public should be kept away from Gertie? 

You could include pictures or diagrams. 

Keywords:   oxygen    carbon dioxide   uterus (womb)  placenta foetus 

umbilical cord    birth    diffusion    healthy cell division   development  

vitamins   protein   amniotic fluid   antibodies 

Level  You should be able to…. 

3 Know a healthy diet is essential for a baby to grow. 

4 Know that the pregnant mother’s diet needs to contain a variety of foods in the right 

amounts so she and her baby stay healthy. 

5 

 

Describe how a developing baby obtains everything it needs to grow healthily. 

Know how the foetus develops. 

6 Describe the processes of development of the foetus leading to the formation of a new 

individual. 

Know the functions of the placenta. 

Link the idea of cell division to explain the growth of a foetus. 

 

 

Bristol Zoo’s Gertie the gorilla is three months 

pregnant.  You have just been appointed as her new 

zookeeper, responsible for her welfare.  Part of your 

job is also to advise school groups. 



 

Home learning 4 – Fireworks 

 


